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NEW QUESTION: 1
A storage group named MED_SG was created as follows:
CREATE STOGROUP med_sg ON db2fs1 db2fs2 '/db2fs3' Then, a table
space named TS1 was created in the storage group and two tables
(TAB_A and TAB_B) were created in the TS1 table space. Four
months later, a DBA discovered that 90% of the space that had
been allocated to the MED_SG storage group had been consumed.
So, more space was added to the storage group by executing the
following command:
ALTER STOGROUP med_sg ADD db2fs4
ALTER STOGROUP med_sg ADD db2fs4
Shortly afterwards, queries against tables in the TS1 table
space began to run slower.
Which statement should be executed to correct the performance
problem?

A. ALTER TABLESPACE ts1 ADD '/db2fs4' REBALANCE
B. ALTER STOGROUP med_sg DROP '/db2fs4'
C. ALTER TABLESPACE ts1 REBALANCE
D. ALTER STOGROUP med_sg ADD db2fs5ALTER STOGROUP med_sg ADD
db2fs5
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
Addressing QoS design in the Enterprise Campus network for IP
Telephony applications means what?
A. It is critical to identify aggregation and rate transition
points in the network, where preferred traffic and congestion
QoS policies should be enforced
B. Applications and Traffic flows should be classified, marked
and policed within the
Enterprise Edge of the Enterprise Campus network
C. Suspect traffic should be dropped closest to the source, to
minimize wasting network resources
D. An Edge traffic classification scheme should be mapped to
the downstream queue configuration
Answer: A
Explanation:
https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/support/docs/switches/catalyst-45
00-series- switches/69632-configuring-cat-ip-phone.html#topic1
When you connect an IP phone to a switch using a trunk link, it
can cause high CPU utilization in the switches. As all the
VLANs for a particular interface are trunked to the phone, it
increases the number of STP instances the switch has to manage.
This increases the CPU utilization. Trunking also causes
unnecessary broadcast / multicast / unknown unicast traffic to
hit the phone link. In order to avoid this, remove the trunk
configuration and keep the voice and access VLAN configured
along with Quality of Service (QoS).
Technically, it is still a trunk, but it is called a Multi-VLAN
Access Port (MVAP). Because voice and data traffic can travel
through the same port, you should specify a different VLAN for
each type of traffic. You can configure a switch port to
forward voice and data traffic on different VLANs. Configure IP
phone ports with a voice
VLAN configuration. This configuration creates a pseudo trunk,
but does not require you to manually prune the unnecessary
VLANs.

NEW QUESTION: 3
You develop an ASP.NET MVC application. The application has
several Razor views.
The application must execute different server-side code for
desktop and mobile devices.
You need to choose an approach to support mobile devices.

Which two approaches can you use? Each correct answer presents
a complete solution.
A. Use different controllers and view for both desktop and
mobile browsers, but render the views using Bootstrap
framework.
B. Use different controllers and views for both desktop and
mobile browsers, but render the views with the same Razor
layout depending on the device type.
C. Use the same controllers for both desktop and mobile
browsers, but render different views depending on the device
type.
D. Create separate areas for desktop and mobile browsers,
implementing independent controllers and views for each.
Answer: B,D
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
How ASP.NET MVC applications can present mobile-specific pages
Since the Model-View-Controller pattern decouples application
logic (in controllers) from presentation logic (in views), you
can choose from any of the following approaches to handling
mobile support in server-side code:
1. Create separate areas for desktop and mobile browsers,
implementing independent controllers and views for each. This
option works best if you're displaying very different screens,
containing different information and leading the user through
different workflows optimized for their device type. It may
mean some repetition of code, but you can minimize that by
factoring out common logic into an underlying layer or service.
2. Use the same controllers for both desktop and mobile
browsers, but render different views depending on the device
type. This option works best if you're displaying roughly the
same data and providing the same workflows for end users, but
want to render very different HTML markup to suit the device
being used.
3. Use the same controllers and views for both desktop and
mobile browsers, but render the views with different Razor
layouts depending on the device type. This option works best if
you're displaying identical data on all devices, but simply
want to supply different CSS stylesheets or change a few toplevel HTML elements for mobiles.
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/aspnet/whitepapers/add-mobilepages-to-your-aspnet-web- forms-mvc-application

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which option describes a key performance indicator?
A. Any measurement taken to determine a performance level
B. Performance estimates based upon historical data
C. A measurement that shows whether the activity has achieved
its core purpose

D. Any measurement taken for management reporting purposes
Answer: C
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